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aircraft could arise if the country goes in for a third aircraft carrier around the year 2040 as envisioned 
for the long term 
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/hal-has-designs-on-a-full-lca-for-navy/article30579389.ece 
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Naval model of India’s Tejas fighter conducts 
maiden flight from plane service – The diplomat 

By Mike Butcher 
The naval variant of India’s Tejas fighter jet carried out its first a hit ski soar take-off and arrested 

touchdown from the INS Vikramaditya on January 12. 
The naval model of the Hindustan Aeronautics Restricted (HAL) Tejas Gentle Battle Plane (LCA) 

carried out its first-ever take off and arrested touchdown from the Indian Army’s Kiev-class 
plane provider INS Vikramaditya on January 12, the Indian Ministry of Protection (MoD) introduced 
over the weekend. 

The MoD hailed the a hit take-off and touchdown as an “vital milestone.” Commodore Jaideep 
Maolankar did the maiden touchdown, in keeping with the MoD. 

“With the of entirety of this feat, the indigenously evolved area of interest applied sciences explicit 
to deck primarily based fighter operations were confirmed, which is able to now pave find out how to 
increase and manufacture the Dual Engine Deck Primarily based Fighter for the Indian Army, which is 
predicted to proudly fly from the plane carriers by way of the yr 2026,” the MoD added. 

The Protection Analysis and Construction Group (DRDO) and the Aeronautical Construction 
Company (ADA) were running on a twin-engine medium-weight fighter jet for the Indian Army’s 
long run provider drive. 

Indian Army Leader Admiral Karambir Singh famous closing yr that the DRDO has introduced to 
increase such an plane in response to its enjoy with the naval variant of the Tejas LCA. 

Taking part in this text? Click on right here to subscribe for complete get admission to. Simply 
$five a month. 

Closing November, a Tejas LCA took off for the primary time with two past visible vary (BVR) 
and two shut fight air-to-air missiles (CCM) from the Army’s Shore Primarily based Check Facility 
(SBTF) at INS Hansa, situated at a naval air station close to Dabolim in Goa. 

The Indian Army has many times dominated out the operational deployment of the naval model of 
the Tejas LCA because of this a lot of technical shortcomings together with its unmarried engine, in 
addition to over the top weight, which might save you the fighter jet from sporting an good enough 
payload when running from a provider. 

“The Army has been transparent from the very starting that it wishes a twin-engine plane and no 
longer single-engine as a result of although an engine fails, the plane will have to have the ability to 
land at the provider,” a Army supply advised The Print in December 2019. The brand new twin-engine 
variant will reportedly be supplied with the extra tough Normal Electrical F414 afterburning turbofan 
engine. As I defined in the past: 

The Tejas calls for a brief take-off however arrested restoration (STOBAR) configured provider. 
INS Vikramaditya and INS Vikrant, India’s first indigenously constructed flattop,are each fitted 

with STOBAR programs for launching plane from a ski-jump, while the second one provider of the 
brand new Vikrant-class, the INS Vishal, will most probably use a catapult assisted take-off however 
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arrested restoration (CATOBAR) plane release gadget, perhaps incorporating the brand new 
electromagnetic plane release gadget (EMALS) generation. 

Over 50 ski soar take-offs and landings have reportedly been carried out by way of the naval model 
of the Tejas LCA on the coaching facility at INS Hansa in Goa. The primary arrested touchdown was 
once performed in September 2019. 
https://dailyresearchplot.com/2020/01/16/naval-model-of-indias-tejas-fighter-conducts-maiden-flight-
from-plane-service-the-diplomat/ 

 
 
 


